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20.1 Multivariate data

Data is often multivariate, i. e. several unknowns varying as an sampling
coordinate is changed:

Space-time : Single variable measured at m locations (spatial structure) at n
times, e. g. daily maximum temperature at each of the 50 state capital
cities, measured each day across 10 years.

Multiparameter : m different characteristics measured for n samples, e. g.
height, weight, foot size, hair color, etc. for each person in this class, or
for n trials, sampling times, or locations.

We describe such datasets using an m× n data matrix whose ij element is the
j’th sample of the i’th variable. In what follows, we refer to the first dimension
as location and the second as time, but you can translate this as needed to other
applications without change in the math.

Our broad goal is to quantitatively capture most of the variability in the
data as simply as possible. To do this well, it is important to keep in mind
broad characteristics of the data.

If the m-dimensional data scatters along preferred directions of variability,
but does not group into several distinct clumps, principal component anal-
ysis (PCA), which we will describe in the next couple of lectures, is usually
a good approach. PCA is a linear methodology which describes the data as
linear combinations of preferred m-dimensional modes of variability multiplied
by time-dependent coefficients. PCA is widely applied in many fields, where it
goes by a variety of alternative names (e. g. Empirical Orthogonal Functions
(EOF), Principal Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), bi-orthogonal decomposi-
tion). If the data scatters along curves or curved surfaces in this space, a more
sophisticated variation of this approach might be required, but

If the data groups into clumps in m-dimensional space, cluster analysis,
which is a nonlinear methodology that looks for an optimal set of clump centers,
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may be more appropriate; we will discuss this after PCA. Which approach is
more appropriate for a given data analysis can usually be anticipated ahead of
time.

20.2 Standardizing incommensurate data

For multiparameter data, in which different variables have different expected
ranges of variability and even different units (e. g. height in meters and weight
in kg) it is usually appropriate to standardize the data before constructing the
data matrix. That is, for each raw variable si(tj) we remove its time-mean and
divide by its sample standard deviation to get its standardized value

Sij =
si(tj)−mean[si]

std[si]

This will ensure all variables have a comparable range of variability between
samples, and hence get equal weight in the analysis.

It is fair to ask why we don’t always do this, even for datasets in which
we have multiple time series of measurements of a single quantity at different
locations. If we would consider the a given level of time variation in the data
equally meaningful no matter where it occurs, we should not standardize the
data. For instance, in the dataset discussed below, there are some locations
in the Pacific Ocean where sea-surface temperature varies a lot more than at
others, and those large swings have important consequences for rainfall, winds,
etc.. Hence, we don’t want to downweight their influence by standardizing the
data.

20.3 Covariability and patterns of variability

In multiparameter datasets, some of the m variables may tend to covary across
samples - e.g. when a person is tall, they tend to weigh more and have a
large foot size. That is, the variables do not behave independently and may be
characterized by a few dominant patterns of variability. Our analysis goal will
be to optimally extract such patterns from the data.

In PCA SSTA.m we consider a large space-time dataset of monthly equa-
torial Pacific sea-surface temperature anomalies from a mean annual cycle at
each location, at 30×84 = 2520 spatial grid points over 396 months. An anima-
tion of the data shows a lot going on, with a high degrees of correlation between
the data at adjacent grid points.

We aim to describe the data as the sum of spatial patterns or modes that
vary in time:

S(x, t) ≈
K∑

k=1

φk(x)ak(t).
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For instance, a single-mode approximation of this data would have the form

S(x, t) ≈ φ1(x)a1(t).

At location i and time j, this would imply

Sij = S(xi, tj) ≈ φ1(xi)a1(tj).

In terms of a data matrix S=[Sij ], this can be written

S ≈

 φ1(x1)
...
φ1(xm)

 [a1(t1) . . . a1(tn)] = φ1︸︷︷︸
m×1

aT1︸︷︷︸
1×N

,

where φ1 is a m × 1 column vector giving the space variability, and a1 is an
n× 1 column vector giving the corresponding time variability. This is a rank-1
approximation to the data matrix, since all columns are proportional to each
other.

Similarly, a K-pattern approximation to the data would have the form

S ≈
K∑

k=1

φka
T
k .

This is a rank-K approximation to S.
Luckily, there is a classical tool to find optimal low-rank approximations to

a data matrix S, namely the SVD.

20.4 The singular value decomposition (SVD)

The SVD is a generalized form of matrix diagonalization. Any m×n rectangular
matrix A can be decomposed as follows:

A = UΣVT

where:

1. Matlab: [U,S,V]=svd(A,0) computes the ’economy’ SVD, which usually
suffices for our needs and can save computations. It only computes the
first min(m,n) singular vectors.

2. U and V are orthonormal matrices, corresponding to m and n-dimensional
rotations, respectively.

3. Σ is an m× n diagonal matrix with diagonal elements σk called the sin-
gular values that are nonnegative and arranged from largest to smallest.
They can be interpreted as stretching factors along the rotated coordinate
directions. If the rank of A is r, there are r positive σk; other singular
values are zero. r ≤ min(m,n).
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4. The columns uk of U (called the left singular vectors) are the eigen-
vectors of the m×m symmetric matrix AAT .

5. The columns vk of V (called the right singular vectors) are the eigen-
vectors of the n× n symmetric matrix ATA .

6. The σ2
k are the eigenvalues of both AAT and ATA.

7. Avk = σkuk.

The last four statements are proved by substituting the SVD into the assertions
and simplifying.

20.5 SVD and low-rank approximation of A

The SVD provides a decomposition into a sum of rank-1 matrices, each of which
represents the action of A along the k’th rotated coordinate direction vk:

A =

r∑
k=1

ukσkvk
T

From right to left, the operations are to project onto rotated right coordinate
k, stretch by σk, then multiply by the corresponding left coordinate vector. We
sum over the coordinate directions k to get the full action of A. To prove this
works, note that like the SVD, this definition implies Avk = σkuk for all k.
Two matrices which have the same action on a complete basis vk must be the
same.

Because U and V are orthonormal matrices, they are norm-preserving and
various norms of A are equal to those of the diagonal matrix Σ, which can be
easily computed. In particular, the squared Frobenius norm of A is

||A||2F =

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

A2
ij =

r∑
k=1

σ2
k

This can be interpreted as a partitioning of the power (squared amplitude) in
A into components associated with each of the rank-1 matrices.

The N ’th partial sum

AN =

N∑
k=1

ukσkvk
T

is the best possible rank-N approximation to A, with A − AN having the
minimum possible 2-norm max|x|=1 |(A − AN )x| = σN+1. For instance, the
optimal 1-mode decomposition of A is

A1 = u1σ1v1
T .

It explains a portion σ2
1 of the total power in A.


